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On the Future Schools of Meditation
David Reigle

Summary

T

he Master Djwhal Khul provided the
guidelines for future schools of meditation, while the specific application of these
guidelines would be worked out in each individual school attempted. Here given is experiential data from one such attempt, with its rationale in relation to the information Djwhal
Khul gave out.
Our experiment, undertaken in southern Oregon, U.S.A., is now many years behind us, so
there has been time to try to assimilate its lessons. I have here attempted to extract from our
experience whatever lessons might be useful to
others undertaking such schools in the future.
These schools are new only in the West, and
much can be learned from the older schools in
the East. Our curriculum (see note 36) was
developed with full cognizance of these and
also of the Theosophical teachings, giving the
first modern installment of the Ageless Wisdom teachings that the Alice Bailey work, giving the second phase, presupposes.

Introduction

S

ince its 1922 publication in Letters on Occult Meditation, by Alice Bailey, the information given out by the Master Djwhal
Khul about future schools of meditation has
resulted in or influenced a number of experimental undertakings. Having undertaken one
of these ourselves, 1984–1986, I believe it
worthwhile to record some results of our experience, for its possible usefulness in other
attempts that may follow.
Although Djwhal Khul calls them, “future
schools of meditation,” he also says here that
they will prepare people for initiation, and
even says elsewhere that the “Rules for Applicants” for initiation and the “Rules for Group
Initiation” will form the foundational courses
of these coming “Schools of the Mysteries,” in
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their two grades, preparatory and advanced.1
This preparation for initiation is what was referred to in earlier Theosophical writings as
chelaship training. This is something quite
new in the West.
In her article, “Chelas and Lay Chelas,” H. P.
Blavatsky says about the selection of chelas, or
disciples:
For centuries the selection of Chelas—
outside the hereditary group within the gonpa (temple)—has been made by the Himalayan Mahatmas themselves from among
the class—in Tibet, a considerable one as to
number—of natural mystics. The only exceptions have been in the cases of Western
men like Fludd, Thomas Vaughan, Paracelsus, Pico della Mirandola, Count de SaintGermain, etc., whose temperamental affinity
to this celestial science more or less forced
the distant Adepts to come into personal relations with them, and enabled them to get
such small (or large) proportion of the
whole truth as was possible under their social surroundings..2
In Discipleship in the New Age, Djwhal Khul
tells us the same thing:
For me, there is also the problem of excessive expenditure of force as I attempt to
reach each of you and to study each of you
at certain intervals. There is the work, at
long range, of reading your minds, of seeing
your light, and of vitalising your auras.
This has not hitherto been the problem of
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the Eastern Teachers, except in very rare
cases.3
So any school attempted in the West that is
supposed to prepare people for initiation, that
is, for chelaship or discipleship, will necessarily face new problems that the Eastern Teachers have not hitherto had. What can we do to
make it easier for them, we wondered.
The time-honored rule has always been that
you come to them, not they to you. We are
told in The Mahatma Letters:
True, we have our
schools and teachers,
our neophytes and
shaberons (superior adepts), and the door is
always opened to the
right man who knocks.
And we invariably welcome the new comer;
only, instead of going
over to him he has to
come to us.4
If you really want to be
a chela, i.e. to become
the recipient of our
mysteries, you have to
adapt yourself to our
ways, not we to yours.5

Such is unfortunately the inherited and selfacquired grossness of the Western mind;
and so greatly have the very phrases expressive of modern thoughts been developed in
the line of practical materialism, that it is
now next to impossible either for them to
comprehend or for us to express in their
own languages anything of that delicate
seemingly ideal machinery of the Occult
Kosmos.9

We wanted to offer the Masters materials to choose from,
in the form of ourselves, that
were in some way comparable
to what they could choose
from on their home turf.
These choices, we may recall,
were normally people who
had spent twenty years mastering the five texts of the Tibetan monastic curriculum,
and who were already practicing meditations more advanced than the highest
available in the West.

Let him come by all
means, as the pupil to
the master, and without
conditions; or let him
wait, as so many others
have, and be satisfied
with such crumbs of knowledge as may fall
in his way.6
How can we adapt ourselves to their ways?
The single biggest obstacle, that they called
attention to again and again, seemed to be the
language barrier.

First of all and again I will draw your attention to the tremendous difficulty of finding
appropriate terms in English which would
convey to the educated European mind even
an approximately correct notion about the
various subjects we will have to treat upon.7
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Our mystic terms in their clumsy retranslation from the Sanskrit into English
are as confusing to us as they are to you—8

I would only draw
your attention to the
formidable difficulties encountered by
us in every attempt
we make to explain
our metaphysics to
Western minds, even
among the most intelligent. Alas, my
friend, you seem as
unable to assimilate
our mode of thinking,
as to digest our food,
or enjoy our melodies!10

Seeing this, we determined to help fit
ourselves for receiving their teachings by
making the study of
Sanskrit, the “language of the gods,” a
basic part of our curriculum.
Of course, since the time these statements were
made, a working English vocabulary was successfully used by Djwhal Khul and Alice Bailey in their joint books. These books included
so many previously unknown teachings, and
were written in such clear language, that readers were perhaps lulled into a false sense that
perfection of expression in English had been
achieved in them. But as Foster Bailey wrote
about these books in 1950, the year after his
wife Alice’s death:
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The spiritual truths dealt with involved in
many cases the expression by the lower concrete mind (often with the insuperable restrictions of the English language) of abstract ideas and hitherto quite unknown concepts of spiritual realities. This unescapable
limitation of truth has been frequently called
to the attention of the readers of the books
so produced but is all too often forgotten.11
Once some of these insuperable restrictions of
the English language have been directly seen
through the study of Sanskrit, the inescapable
limitations of truth that these cause even in the
clear and profound Bailey writings become
apparent. It was through a comparative study
of a dozen or so translations of the Yoga-sutras
that this truth came home to me, and anyone
else can easily do the same thing and see this
for themselves.

Meditation Instruction

O

n the basic subject of meditation to be
taught in these “future schools of meditation,” we know that meditation is as much a
science as any of the physical sciences that are
so well developed in modern times. The most
systematic account of the science of meditation
possessed by humanity, coming down to us
from quieter times, is the Yoga-sutras of
Patanjali. This fact is no doubt why the Master
Djwhal Khul chose to translate or paraphrase
this ancient text for us, rather than try to remap this science himself. This text, then,
along with the commentary by Vyasa that preserves its traditional exegesis, formed the basis
of the teachings on meditation in the three-year
foundation course of our curriculum.
Our curriculum, it should be noted, was conceived as a preparatory to the preparatory
school curriculum and not the latter as such. It
was our understanding that in the real schools
there would be initiate consciousness available
that could assign specific meditation appropriate to each individual’s particular needs. We
conceived our task to be preparatory to that.
To put it more bluntly, we worked from the
premise that the Masters should not have to
babysit would-be disciples who did not yet
know the basic principles of meditation, or the
basic doctrines of the Wisdom Tradition, or
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who had not yet made compassion part of their
daily aspiration. In our own case, we did not
wish to passively assume that we would be
spoon-fed in English, so we actively sought to
adapt ourselves to the teachings by Sanskrit
study. We wanted to offer the Masters materials to choose from, in the form of ourselves,
that were in some way comparable to what
they could choose from on their home turf.
These choices, we may recall, were normally
people who had spent twenty years mastering
the five texts of the Tibetan monastic curriculum, and who were already practicing meditations more advanced than the highest available
in the West.
On more advanced meditation techniques,
Djwhal Khul tells us in Discipleship in the
New Age of the importance of visualization:
All the new processes in meditation techniques (for which the New Age may be responsible) must and will embody visualisation as a primary step...12
When reviewing some of the newer truths that
he brought out to the world of modern esotericists, he reiterates:
A presentation of the newer type of meditations, with its emphasis upon visualisation
and the use of the creative imagination;13
In introducing these newer truths, he explained
that they were not new to everyone:
There are certain phases of teaching and
knowledge which I have given to the world
which are relatively new—new to the modern esotericist and occult student though not
new to disciples and initiates.14
As we know, most of these disciples and initiates who they were not new to lived in Tibet
and India; and indeed, the newer type of meditations in which visualization is primary
reached Tibet a thousand years ago, and India
long before that. This type of meditation is
what is taught in the Buddhist tantras, or
“Books of Kiu-te.”15 These meditations, available only to those who have received initiation
into them, are distinguished from the meditations taught in the sutras, available to anyone,
by the use of visualization as their primary
technique.16 They are also distinguished from
19
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Since the 1970s, initiations for tantric meditations, which use visualization as their primary
technique in conjunction with mantras, have
In Djwhal Khul’s letter of 1920 on “mantric
become fairly widely available in the West.
forms,” he says that these “will some day be in
This is due to the displacement from their
common use among the students of occult
homeland of large numbers of Tibetans, inmeditation,” and proceeds “to indicate somecluding many high lamas, or teachers. These
what the types of mantrams there will be in
teachers are qualified to “rightly impart” these
use, or are now in use among those privileged
meditations through the initiations they give,
to use them.”18 Those privileged to use them
something quite impossihave always been the
ble in the occident during
people of India, and in
the time of Djwhal
the last thousand years,
Thus
in
our
curriculum,
two
Khul’s work with Alice
the people of Tibet.
Bailey. The coming of
years of preparatory study
That he means the manTibetan Buddhism to the
tras now in use by these
was required before tackWest is thought by us to
people is made clear by
ling The Secret Doctrine.
be the Hierarchical effort
a following statement:
This was studied in the third in the last quarter 21of the
These forms or mantwentieth century,
year. This provided the
trams are much more
through which the key
in use among oriennecessary foundation for the elements of occult meditals and in the eastern
namely, visualizaBailey books, which were to tation,
faiths than at present
tion and mantras, became
begin in earnest in the
among occidentals.
available here. The highAs the power of
est of these teachings is
fourth year with A Treatise
sound is more comKalachakra, and this was
on White Magic, even
pletely understood
scheduled in our curricuthough two came earlier.42
and its effect studied,
lum for the sixth and sevthese mantrams will
enth years. To undertake
It was not until the fifth
be adopted in the octhis, initiation is an absoyear that A Treatise on
cident.19
lute prerequisite, which
Cosmic
Fire
was
scheduled.
not only gives permission
He concludes this letter
to practice but also safeThose going on to the opon mantric forms by
guards the practitioner.
saying:
tional sixth and seventh
As I put it elsewhere to
I have touched upon
emphasize this necessity:
years would then study A
the matter because no
Treatise on the Seven Rays.
This is no trifling matter,
book on meditation
and the publicly given
would be complete
Kalachakra initiations
without a reference
should not be regarded as
to what will some day supersede all premere
external
ceremonies
which are no
liminary meditation. When the race has
longer
needed
by
new
age
disciples.22
reached a certain point of development, and
when the higher mind holds greater sway,
The only one of these tantric meditations
these occult mantrams—rightly imparted
whose practice can be undertaken without reand rightly enunciated—will be part of the
ceiving initiation is Vajra-sattva. It is the first
ordinary curriculum of the student.20
tantric meditation taught in the Tibetan tradition. Vajra-sattva is, according to our investiThus, he did not give mantras here, but only
gations, what the Ageless Wisdom Tradition
called attention to the future basic role they
calls the Solar Angel. Vajra-sattva meditation
will play in occult meditation in the occident.
includes a detailed visualization, then, of the
the publicly available meditations by their use
of mantras.17
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Solar Angel,23 with its color and sound, the
Vajra-sattva mantra. The transmission of mantras, however, presents another problem. Tibetan lamas are certainly qualified to rightly
impart meditations such as this, but they give
the mantras in a modified Tibetan pronunciation. I do not consider this to be “rightly enunciated,” in Djwhal Khul’s terms quoted above.
Djwhal Khul says about mantras:
Some of them are very old and when enunciated in the original Sanskrit have unbelievably powerful effects.24
All the mantras transmitted by the Tibetan lamas are in fact in the original Sanskrit, since
these could not be translated into Tibetan, so
were kept in Sanskrit. But to be rightly enunciated, they must be pronounced as in Sanskrit
rather than as modified in Tibetan. This is one
more reason why Sanskrit was required in our
curriculum.
The time devoted to meditation in the preparatory school of occult meditation is to be increased gradually by the student, says Djwhal
Khul, until “during his final year he will be
expected to give five hours a day to meditation.”25 A basic purpose of meditation is contact with the soul, or Solar Angel. This, however, cannot go on for long without some
manifestation of this soul contact in service.
What, then, does the student do in the six quiet
months of the year when the sun moves northward, during which the inner life is the focus
rather than outer activity? From time immemorial, there has been cultivated in the East what
may be called “meditation as service.” The
recitation of the Vedic mantras was performed
to perpetuate the cosmic order, and the associated yajnas, or “sacrifices,” were performed to
bring about planetary attunements or alignments.26 Even up to modern times, these activities would occupy a devout Brahman for
five or more hours a day.27 Students of a preparatory school of occult meditation in the occident, however, cannot do this, and something
else will have to be found to occupy them for
five hours a day of meditation.
At a certain point in time, it is reported, the
then king of Shambhala brought about a transition from the Vedic practices prevalent in his
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2006.

kingdom to the new Kalachakra practices he
brought in. These very practices have now
become available in the occident. I have called
attention to these things in my book, Kalacakra Sadhana and Social Responsibility.28
Sadhana is what this type of tantric or occult
meditation practice that is based on visualization and the use of mantras is called. Tibetan
teachers such as the Dalai Lama spend hours
each day performing their sadhanas, that we
would call occult meditation. The Kalachakra
sadhana, moreover, is different from other
sadhanas, in that it affects global society as a
whole. As put by the Dalai Lama:
Other Tantric practices are related to the individual, but the Kalacakra seems to be related to the community, to the global society
as a whole.29
This would be meditation as service, and one
could easily spend five hours a day performing
the visualizations required in its full length
form. A major goal of our curriculum was to
eventually enable students to undertake the
regular performance of the full Kalachakra
sadhana as world service.

The Study Curriculum

M

editation in all its grades is said by
Djwhal Khul to be the basic instruction
in these schools.
Why? Because in occult schools information, clear instructions, or a conglomerate of
facts are never given, nor are the exoteric
textbook methods ever employed.30

But he said shortly thereafter that the student
of these schools,
goes through a drastic system of reception,
of learning, of hard study, of accumulation
of facts and of concrete knowledge. He attends lectures, he wades through many
books...31
This is followed by a listing of thirty-five subjects to be studied, under six headings.32 So,
clearly, there are two different things going on
here. I can only assume that meditation pertains to the inner side of a student’s development, and studies to the outer side, which is
obviously also a necessary part of the curricu21
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lum of these schools. This may also be seen in
the Tibetan monastic curriculum. There the
tantric meditations, those which involve visualization and mantra recitation, do not form
part of the regular curriculum with its five
texts, but are given outside of it on a more individual basis.
The study curriculum we developed was influenced by a number of factors, and not only by
Djwhal Khul’s listing of subjects to be studied.
The Tibetan monastic curriculum has stood the
test of time, and I believe it would be unwise
to ignore it. Djwhal Khul would necessarily
have gone through it himself if he was the abbot or “senior executive in a large lamasery,”33
as he said he was. This curriculum takes an
average of twenty years, during which time the
monks thoroughly study and master only five
books. Why, we must ask, did they study so
few books in all this time?
In Blavatsky’s magazine, Lucifer, was published in 1888 an unusual article called, “The
Function of Attention in Personal Development.”34 It was signed only with the initial,
“I.” Whoever wrote this article gave what impressed me as a deep analysis of the failure of
modern educational methods. This failure, he
said, is due to their lack of inculcating concentrated attention, or focus, which alone brings in
the will, “the central, animating force proceeding from the Ego.” This lack is a result of having too many subjects and jumping from one to
another.
Modern Education, in its multitude of subjects, in its haste in passing from one subject
to another, and in its lack of precise aim,
exhibits desultoriness in employment of
time and faculty.35
There would obviously be little desultoriness
in the thorough mastery of only five books in
twenty years. So I think the Tibetan monastic
curriculum demonstrates in its very structure a
key factor that is needed for any successful
educational endeavor, namely, keeping a focus
on the few recognized essentials.
Following this principle of successful education, then, we narrowed down our curriculum
to four primary lines of study: meditation, the
teachings of the Ageless Wisdom Tradition,
22

Sanskrit language, and the path of compassion.
These were the four cornerstones of our curriculum.36 While all four had to go on more or
less simultaneously, only one would be focused on per year. Thus, the Sanskrit line of
study was the focus of the first year, the one
that took the lion’s share of study time, while
the other three were given more briefly that
year. In the second year the principles of
meditation were the focus, taking the bulk of
the study time. By then, the Sanskrit technical
terms of the Yoga-sutras and Vyasa’s commentary could be studied directly. In the third
year the wisdom teachings were the focus,
reading The Secret Doctrine from cover to
cover. The path of compassion however, had
to be pervasive, something that was present
every day. It was not something that could just
be studied for a year, and then left. This was
achieved in the Bailey books by their constant
emphasis on service. It was achieved in the
Tibetan monastic curriculum by starting everything that was done every single day, be it
meditation or study, by consciously recalling
to mind that the purpose of each of these was
solely to benefit other living beings. We tried
to do the same.
Our curriculum included many parallels with
the Tibetan monastic curriculum. The five
books of this curriculum covered five subjects.37 First was reasoning. This is well developed in the West in science, but not in
Western religion. In Tibet, it was applied entirely to religion. Second was the path to
enlightenment, including five stages reminiscent of the five initiations taught by Djwhal
Khul.38 Third was their highest philosophy,
known as Madhyamaka, an analysis of the
world in terms of its ultimate emptiness, or
lack of inherent existence. Fourth was discipline, the rules that the monks were expected
to follow. Fifth was “higher knowledge,” giving the Buddhist worldview in terms of the
ever-changing dharmas, or states of consciousness that make up the world. These are
the subjects that the great majority of those
who were chosen as chelas or disciples were
equipped with. So there would be direct tieovers to the secret teachings. For example,
after thoroughly analyzing the world in terms
of its ultimate emptiness, one need only learn
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2006
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that this emptiness is the “one element” or
eternal immaterial substance taught in the
Wisdom Tradition.39 An awareness of these
subjects will in many cases help us to understand or get a better perspective on the teachings of the Ageless Wisdom Tradition that
have now become available to us in the West.

adequate, we had found nothing better to cover
the necessary ground.
Thus in our curriculum, two years of preparatory study was required before tackling The
Secret Doctrine. This was studied in the third
year. This provided the necessary foundation
for the Bailey books, which were to begin in
earnest in the fourth year with A Treatise on
White Magic, even though two came earlier.42
It was not until the fifth year that A Treatise on
Cosmic Fire was scheduled. Those going on
to the optional sixth and seventh years would
then study A Treatise on the Seven Rays. Thus
were the major volumes
of Djwhal Khul’s
teachings placed in our
been recogcurriculum.

In the limited span of time a student would be
at one of these future schools of meditation in
the occident, we of course had to focus on the
hitherto secret teachings that had come out to
us through Blavatsky and Bailey. The most
advanced of these is usually thought to be Bailey’s A Treatise on
Cosmic Fire. This is
supposed to be the psyThere has long
chological key to The
40
Secret Doctrine.
nized a distinction between
Our school lasted,
Djwhal Khul had first
the path of the mystic and the however, only through
helped Blavatsky to
the end of the threepath of the occultist, and
bring out The Secret
year foundation course.
Doctrine in what he
Djwhal Khul makes clear that Being committed to the
calls the first phase of
rule that Djwhal Khul
his material is for the path of
the work.41 His work
gave, “There will be no
the occultist. This is an issue
with Bailey was the
fees or money charged,
second phase. The third
in the West, because Western and no money transacphase of this work is yet
tion,”43 which is also
religion is almost entirely
to come. It seems clear
the age-old rule in the
along the path of the mystic,
that to understand the
East, we were then
second phase, one
the few exceptions being such obliged to cease operashould first know the
tion for financial reaindividuals as Meister Eckfirst phase. This simple
sons. What was actruism was borne out by
hart. This has not, however,
complished with the
our experience in study
three-year foundation
been an issue in Tibet.
groups with these
course was nonetheless
books. Equally clear is
not altogether insignifithat to use a key, here
cant. Three individuals
the psychological key, one must know what it
started this course, and they all finished it. For
unlocks. So before A Treatise on Cosmic Fire
comparison, a typical Sanskrit program at a
we scheduled The Secret Doctrine in the curlarge U.S. university will start with five to
riculum. But The Secret Doctrine is no easier
twenty students in the first year (the one I was
to understand than is A Treatise on Cosmic
in had eight), then drop to between three and
Fire. It, too, needed some preparation. While
five in the second year, and finish with three in
developing our curriculum, we undertook
the third year. So our school was not unsucstudy groups to see what materials would work
cessful if judged by this standard.
best for this. By the time we started the threeWe had learned while doing study groups in
year foundation course in 1984, we had settled
preparation for the school that many people
on A. P. Sinnett’s book, Esoteric Buddhism,
will attend these who do not read the material.
and Blavatsky’s The Key to Theosophy, for this
These more mystically inclined people try to
purpose. Even though these were not entirely
intuit it through the experience of the discusCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2006.
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sion. Our view is that, when dealing with
books such as The Secret Doctrine, the books
are the teacher, so the student must do the
reading for the educational process to work.
To try to rely on the human teacher, or in our
case the facilitator, is not appropriate for this
type of material. As explained by Blavatsky to
Robert Bowen:
It is worse than useless going to those whom
we imagine to be advanced students (she
said) and asking them to give us an “interpretation” of the S.D. They cannot do it. If
they try, all they give are cut and dried exoteric renderings which do not remotely resemble the TRUTH. To accept such interpretation means anchoring ourselves to fixed
ideas, whereas TRUTH lies beyond any ideas
we can formulate or express.44
Rather, we are to use study of such books as a
means of leading us towards the truth:
Come to the S.D. (she says) without any
hope of getting the final Truth of existence
from it, or with any idea other than seeing
how far it may lead TOWARDS the Truth.
See in study a means of exercising and developing the mind never touched by other
studies.45
She described this type of study and what it
does as jnana yoga, wherein one continuously
refines one’s concepts of the truth until at last
these can be superseded and the truth seen directly. The work is done through the study of
books such as these, which contain deeper
truths. These books do not give the truth in
their formulations of it, but only lead us towards the truth. The books are therefore the
teacher, and the education does not occur
unless they are read. So to address this problem we then had to set a rule that if you don’t
do the assigned reading, don’t come to the
study group, and that solved it. I might add
that to regard the books as the teacher is very
different from the age-old tradition in the East
insisting on the need of a personal teacher.
But it seems that in order to reach the world,
Djwhal Khul has adopted a new method, putting esoteric instructions in books.46 So with
these books we do in effect have a personal
teacher.
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There has long been recognized a distinction
between the path of the mystic and the path of
the occultist, and Djwhal Khul makes clear
that his material is for the path of the occultist.
This is an issue in the West, because Western
religion is almost entirely along the path of the
mystic, the few exceptions being such individuals as Meister Eckhart. This has not, however, been an issue in Tibet. Twelve hundred
years ago, at the end of the eighth century C.E.,
a famous debate took place at Samye, Tibet,
under the auspices of the king. As a result of
this debate, the Indian form of Buddhism
teaching the gradual path that is achieved
through mental development was adopted in
Tibet, rather than the Chinese form of Buddhism teaching the sudden path that does not
require mental training. Thus, there was no
question of the path of the mystic versus the
path of the occultist in the monasteries of Tibet. Everyone followed the path of mental
training and development. This must also be
expected in the future schools of meditation in
the occident.
In his letters on future schools of meditation,
Djwhal Khul writes about “the one fundamental school,” which may be recognized by certain outstanding characteristics. The first of
these is the basic truth of “the unity of all life.”
When we look for this truth, we see that it has
practically been the sole province of Advaita
Vedanta. This is no doubt why Blavatsky’s
teachers, the Masters Morya and Koot Hoomi
regarded Advaita Vedanta so highly. So we
included in our curriculum the formulations of
this basic truth of unity by this tradition’s
greatest teachers, Gaudapada and Shankaracharya. The second of these basic truths is
“the graded steps of development.” We have
just seen how the great debate of Samye
caused this teaching to become adopted in Tibet instead of its rival teaching of sudden
enlightenment. Only remnants of the latter
remained in Tibet, in the form of certain Dzogchen teachings, etc. When Tsong-kha-pa arrived on the scene around 1400, he systematized the graded path teachings in his highly
influential work, the Lam-rim Chen-mo.47 He
also wrote many smaller works on the graded
path, or lam-rim, and we have included in our
curriculum his brief work, The Three PrinciCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2006
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ples of the Path.48 He is regarded as the reformer of not only the exoteric teachings but
also the esoteric teachings, and founder of the
esoteric school associated in more recent times
with the Masters such as Djwhal Khul.49 It is
interesting about the “groups of nine” pioneered by Djwhal Khul in the West, that the
first such was undertaken by Tsong-kha-pa in
1392/93. He went on retreat, taking with him
“eight carefully picked disciples.”50 This retreat culminated five years later in his highest
enlightenment experience.

bodiment of selfishness, the refuge of the few
with no thought in them for the many”:

Among the few glimpses obtained by Europeans of Tibet and its mystical hierarchy of
“perfect lamas,” there is one which was correctly understood and described. “The incarnations of the Bodhisatwa Padma Pani or
Avalokiteswara and of Tsong Khapa, that of
Amitabha, relinquish at their death the attainment of Buddhahood—i.e. the summum
bonum of bliss, and of individual personal
felicity—that they
might be born again
Among the characteristics
and again for the beneby which the one fundafit of mankind.” (Rhys
mental school may be recEsoteric schools have been
Davids) In other words,
ognized, the one that
in existence in the East
that they might be
stands out most is what
down through the ages, and
again and again subwe have called in our curjected to misery, imriculum the path of comtheir “old traditions and
in flesh and
passion. Djwhal Khul
methods” have stood the test prisonment
all the sorrows of life,
calls it service:
of time. We cannot neglect
provided that by such a
By the requirement,
self sacrifice repeated
these with impunity. Such
demanded of all affilithroughout long and
ated pupils without exesoteric schools will cerdreary centuries they
ception, that the life of
might become the
tainly be new to the West,
inner unfoldment and
means of securing salbut their curriculum, dedevelopment should be
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In Theosophy it is called brotherhood. The
Maha-Chohan, the teacher of Blavatsky’s
teachers, explained why they could not permit
the Theosophical Society then being started “to
become no better than an academy of magic
and a hall of occultism,” to “represent the emCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2006.

This is something that every prospective student must be made to clearly understand before
coming. The true Mystery Schools are not
mere schools of magic. Everything done in
them is for no other purpose than compassion.
Renunciation of self and altruistic concern for
the welfare of others must form the basis for
25
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entering the path of deeper knowledge.
Our little school derived its inspiration not
only from the specific teachings Djwhal Khul
gave on future schools of meditation, but also
from the teachings of Djwhal Khul’s teacher,
Koot Hoomi, and the latter’s brother adept
Morya. After all, Djwhal Khul tells us that the
Master Morya “is the head of all esoteric
schools.”54 Morya is described by Koot Hoomi
as “a pukka orthodox Occultist [who] holds
religiously to the old traditions and methods.”55 Esoteric schools have been in existence in the East down through the ages, and
their “old traditions and methods” have stood
the test of time. We cannot neglect these with
impunity. Such esoteric schools will certainly
be new to the West, but their curriculum, despite the modern language used by Djwhal
Khul to describe it, cannot really be new. Only
its adaptation will be new. And this adaptation, as we know, must be more one of us
adapting to it, than it adapting to us.
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